
one can be refused and you show your prosperity by serving
your guests. This time it’s my village’s turn,” Bukur explains
one day as he rides his scooter to school even while his 70-plus
father makes his way to the forest to cut wood for the festival. 

Where does so much wood come from?
It comes from the forests the Apatani protect and use. Bukur
explains the community’s forest management system during
one of our daily walks. The Apatanis demarcate their forests:
there are private bamboo forests and there are private mixed
forests, then there are clan forests as well as common forests.
There are sacred groves too. The private forests and the clan
mixed forests are very often dominated by the oak species
Castanopsis indica. They also have the blue pine species Pinus
wallichiana. Hotels in Ziro use the species to the hilt to sell the
blue pine valley dream to the few who reach the town. But to
the Apatani, it’s the basis for life. 

There is enormous conjecture on how the blue pine
reached the valley but today it’s firmly rooted in the area’s cul-
ture and economy. Wood is the only source of fuel and energy
for the Apatanis. “We have limited areas under forests.
However, except in a few areas, our forests have not degraded.
So, sourcing wood has never been a problem,” says Bukur. He
then explains, “Keeping the forests intact requires constant
work. We have to tend our seedlings and saplings, and replant
at the first sight of open space, keeping the basic idea of silvi-
culture in mind. The saplings from the deeper forests are
transplanted into private groves in February or March. In
January one can see the people walking around looking for the
saplings in their forests as well.” 

The Apatani methods appear
quite simple on initial observation.
But there is always a sense of plan to
them. I ask Bukur: When exactly do
they cut a particular tree? How do
they do mixed planting? He has
answers but finds it difficult to artic-
ulate them. It’s inherited knowledge
and can scarcely be expressed in 
formal conversation. 

“We do not rely on monocul-
tures, other useful trees also find
place in our scheme of things. The
fruit-bearing ones are usually plan-
ted in March,” my interpreter tells
me. The Apatani have four fruit
bearing species: cherry, peach, pear
and a bitter tasting subspecies of
apple. The odd trees the people leave
untouched are the only real evi-
dences of their efficiency. It looks
random but the patterns in the
spaces created in the forests are visu-
ally evident. “Well no one has yet
looked at the ‘ecology’ of how we
manage our trees,” Bukur says,
unable to word the logic yet again. 

But the logic of the bamboo
species, colloquially known as
Apatani bamboo and locally as bije,

is clear. Bamboo is quite literally the pillar of Apatani society.
The homesteads are built from bamboo and pinewood. Many
bamboo varieties grow wild in the hills surrounding the valley.
However, in their private groves, the Apatanis grow bije
(Phyllostachys bambusoides). It’s a medium-sized, straight-
stemmed plant that stands up well to the region’s frosty win-
ters. Bije is not found in the surrounding areas, except where it
is planted by some Nyishi communities. 

A study by R C Sundriyal and his colleagues at the G B
Pant Institute of Himalayan Environment and Development,
revealed that Apatanis use 9 bamboo and 3 cane species for
constructing houses, for making fences and for firewood.
Sundriyal also notes that bije grown in the private groves pro-
vides for 90 per cent of the Apatani bamboo demands. The
study showed that an absolutely new Apatani house requires
2,500-3,000 bamboo culms; it estimated that people in the 
valley required 391,400 bamboo culms for construction pur-
poses, every year. The analysis also reckoned 472,204 bamboo
culms were used for fencing every year, while 112,681 culms
were used for making different products in rural settlements
in the Apatani valley. These numbers initially appear stagger-
ing, specially because the valley’s population is just 40,000. I
then recollect Bukur’s statement that his community has never
needed to buy any of these resources from the markets. The
country fares badly in comparison, importing wood by mil-
lions of tonnes. Are there things to learn here? This question
resonates in my mind as I have dinner at Bukur’s home.
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The first morning, I come across piles of freshly chopped
wood in front of each house. An Apatani village is built on

high ground and is occupied by hundreds of houses, stacked
wall to wall. At places, the road broadens to accommodate a
lapang or an open assembly platform for clan members. All
houses have the same structure, just as all villages have an
almost similar plan. A short flight of four or five steps leads to
an open verandah, which then leads to a large room with a fire-
place in the middle. This, the only room in an Apatani house,
serves as both the living space and the kitchen. The structure’s
design precludes any rooms along its sides, so increasing the
length of the solitary room is the only way an Apatani house-
hold can increase its living space. 

By the time I have done the first round of the village’s main
lane, a few people are back with more piles of wood. They
appear bemused: yet another person, camera belt around the
neck, to contend with! But my Apatani interlocutors humour
me as they chop up the larger logs. “It will be Myoko period
soon. The entire valley will be whelmed in merry making for a
month. No one works during that period. To make up, we 
collect wood in the month before that,” says one without stop-
ping his axe for a moment. “Myoko is the festival held before
planting the seeds and their germination. It takes about 
20 days to one month and the elders sit down to decide when
we shall plant and then take them out of the nurseries to
replant in the field. In between is the time of festivity,” Dollo
explains later when I am back in Itanagar. He plans to come
back for the festival, almost everyone does. 

“The Apatani villages are divided in three groups and each
group has its turn to hold the Myoko and invite the rest. No

In Apatani country, all property is fenced: value addition?

PRIVATE GROVES
The Apatanis manage their forests well. So, they never have to buy wood from markets
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Broad category Land use type Description Importance
(local name)

Forest areas ● Bije Individual bamboo forest, mixed with Bamboo, timber and fuelwood extraction for 
pine and oak (Castanopsis spp). construction & household requirement

● Sansung Individual forest (Castanopsis/ pine Extraction of timer, fuelwood and materials for 
dominant forest, mostly monoculture) ritual ceremony

● Uru Moreh Sub-clan forest (mostly mixed forest) Extracting timber, bamboo, cane, fuelwood & other 
NTFPs for household. Collecting materials for rituals, 
hunting and rearing mithun (local bovine species)

● Hallu morey Clan forest (monoculture of pine, Same as above
Castanopsis dominant & mixed forest)

● Lemba Booth Morey Village forest (mixed vegetation forest) Same as above

● Supung Booth Morey Community forest Same as above

● Polung Community/village grazing land Grazing land for cattle 

● Rantee Sacred groves (Village land) Restriction of extraction except for ritual purpose.
Good seed bank for varieties of spp

Agriculture ● Ballu Home garden Varieties of vegetables, pulses, chillies etc, & millet 
nursery for garden & bund

● Yollu Vegetable garden Same as above

● Lyapyo Millet field Millet cultivation

● Aebe-Aji Wet-rice field Rice-cum-fish culture 

● Ahi-Amii farang Fruit garden Apple, pears, plum, peach etc

● Ngyi su-per Fish pond Particularly for raising fingerling for rice field

Settlement ● Neshu Nechang Granary For storing rice, millet and other crops

● Ude Nechang House Household settlement 

● Pede Pilley Farm house Particularly for agricultural purpose

● Alyi giiri Pig pane Rearing pig 

Miscellaneous ● Sukung Well For drinking water

● Sugang Canal/streams Irrigation purpose

● Lenti lenda Road Communication 

● Killey River Natural gift of water for Apatani valley 

Source: Mihing Dollo 2005, Apatani land use pattern, mimeo

Neatly demarcated
Land and forest use classification of the Apatani community


